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(54) Method and system for planning and evaluation of CDMA radio networks

(57) Method and system for the planning and eval-
uation of radio networks, especially CDMA radio net-
works. The service area of a radio network is divided
into pixels after which for each pixel it is determined

whether it is covered by a cell of the radio network. To
account for cell breathing due to traffic changes, the
planning involves the calculation of a link budget for
each pixel and of a noise rise for each cell.
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Description

A. BACKGROUND

1. Field of the invention

[0001] The invention relates to a method and system for planning and evaluation of radio networks. More specifically,
the invention relates to a method and system for planning and evaluation of CDMA radio networks comprising an at
least one base station that defines an at least one cell.

2. Background

[0002] In recent years the concept of wideband code division multiple access (CDMA) has gained widespread inter-
national acceptance by operators active in the field of wireless communications. CDMA will significantly increase the
capacity and the service quality and options of the networks as exploited by these operators.
[0003] One of the consequences of this development is the increase in interest in the planning and evaluation of
radio networks in general and CDMA radio networks in particular. Radio planning and evaluation typically involves
stages such as dimensioning, detailed capacity and coverage planning and network optimisation. Radio planning is
important for e.g. quick and accurate response to changes in e.g. traffic conditions and as a consequence provides an
operator with competitive advantages. Moreover accurate planning can contribute to higher cost efficiency in operating
radio networks. The dimensioning stage in radio planning involves the estimation of the number and configuration of
network elements, based on the operators requirements and the radio propagation in the area. In the capacity and
coverage planning stage base station locations, configurations and parameters are determined in more detail on the
basis of e.g. real propagation data and estimated user density and traffic. In the network optimisation stage the overall
experienced network quality is assessed and improved if necessary. The method and system according to the invention
can be used in all stages of the radio planning and evaluation.
[0004] At present the most popular and widely used method for the planning and evaluation of CDMA radio networks
is a static Monte-Carlo simulation. This simulation involves the random generation of multiple network states defined
by the number of users of the network and their positions. Users are generated a number of times. The multiple states
are analysed and the results of the analysis are evaluated. From the statistics results such as the maximum cell capacity
and the cell coverage can be determined.
[0005] An important drawback of the Monte-Carlo and other simulations is the required time to obtain reliable results.
Moreover the known simulation methods do not possess the ability to quickly optimise a network or introduce a new
site and see its effects on the radio network.

B. SUMMARY

[0006] It is an aim of the invention to improve the existing simulation methods by focusing on an analysis, preferably
a direct statistical analysis, of the radio network. The analysis speeds up the planning and evaluation process by
splitting of as many tasks as possible. These tasks can be performed in advance and the results can be tabulated.
[0007] According to an aspect of the invention a method and system are provided for the planning and evaluation
of radio networks comprising an at least one base station defining an at least one cell. In an aspect of the invention
the method and system relate to the division of at least part of the at least one service area of the radio network into
pixels. In order to obtain information on the coverage by the radio network according to the invention a it is determined
which of the pixels are covered by the at least one cell. Preferably a probability is determined whether or not at least
one of the pixels is covered by the at least one cell.
[0008] According to an embodiment of the invention cells are preferably initially assigned to a pixel before starting
the planning and evaluation process to obtain coverage information.
[0009] According to an embodiment of the invention a method and system are provided for planning and evaluation
of a CDMA radio network comprising an at least one base station defining an at least one cell. The method and system
relate to dividing at least part of a service area of the CDMA radio network into pixels and determining a probability
whether or not the pixels are covered by the at least one cell.
[0010] According to an embodiment of the invention a link budget L and noise rise κ are calculated for the at least
one pixel and the at least one cell respectively and are used in the planning and evaluation of the CDMA radio network,
taking traffic, i.e. activity of user terminals in the at least one pixel, into account. Advantageously the results of the
calculations are put in a table, but can might be evaluated analytically when possible. By comparing the link budget L
and the noise rise κ, or a function of at least L and κ, e.g f (L-κ), f(L,κ,...) or an alternative function of L and κ, with e.
g a certain number, coverage information of the at least one pixel by the at least one cell can be obtained. One basically
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compares the margin in the link budget, that is the additional average transmission power available, with the noise rise
κ as a consequence of user terminal activity in a certain coverage area. In an embodiment of the invention several
effects might be taken into account, such as inter-cell interference and soft handover (HO) gain.
[0011] According to an embodiment of the invention the calculations might be performed iteratively. However in order
to obtain a sufficient first coverage estimate iterative calculations might not be necessary at all times. The iterations
can be used to refine the first estimate.
[0012] An advantage of the algorithm employed by an embodiment of the method and system is that the trade-off
between complexity and accurateness can be chosen quite freely. A rough estimate of the coverage of a loaded system
can be obtained very easily and with relatively few calculations. This estimate can be improved by incorporating more
details in the model, for example to model the effects of soft HO, and by taking inter-cell interference into account in
a more precise way through an iterative process.
[0013] According to an embodiment of the invention the results of performing the algorithm can be used to determine
the power headroom for a user in a pixel and to perform missed traffic calculations.
[0014] The method and system use pixels that preferably correspond to particular geographical areas. The service
area of the radio network is divided into a grid consisting of such pixels for the planning and evaluation purposes. More
service areas, i.e. areas where the operator of the radio network wants to provide services to users, can be present
as well. A pixel e.g. measures 500 times 500 metres, preferably 250 times 250 metres, more preferably 100 times 100
metres, even more preferably 50 times 50 metres or 25 times 25 metres. It should be noted that these pixels should
not necessarily be squares, but can basically take any form or shape, such as but not limited to rectangles, triangles,
polygones etc. Moreover the pixels not necessarily fit to each other, but open spaces between several pixels can be
present. For each pixel a prediction is made of the propagation path loss between the pixel and the relevant base
station(s) of the radio network. For each pixel information of the traffic density is assumed to be known.
[0015] A cell is defined as the area that is served by one particular base station. Base stations often do not employ
omnidirectional antennae, but use antenna sectorization instead. In that case a cell is defined as the service area
covered by a particular sector of a base station, i.e. the area in which the user is connected to that sector. Pixels that
are defined for the planning and evaluation purposes might be covered by more cells.
[0016] Compared to e.g. GSM radio networks, CDMA radio networks are more complex. One of the main reasons
behind this complexity is that the coverage of the radio network is intrinsically linked to the loading of the system. The
more traffic is carried by a cell, the smaller the coverage area of the cell becomes. Since traffic in a cell will change
continuously, the coverage area of the cell will change continuously as well. This effect is known as cell breathing. The
dynamic behaviour of the cell makes CDMA radio planning and evaluation complex.
[0017] According to an embodiment of the invention a solution is provided for radio planning and evaluation of CDMA
radio networks that takes the complication of the cell breathing effect into account. This is done by calculating param-
eters such as link budget L, noise rise κ and soft HO gain, taking the traffic into account for each pixel. The link budget
can be defined for uplink (i.e. from the user terminal to the basestation) as the power headroom for a user terminal in
a pixel that remains after diverse effects such as maximum transmission power of the user terminal, propagation losses
(path and penetration) and the receiver sensitivity of the base station have been taken into account. The link budget
calculation involves, besides parameters known from GSM radio networks, some specific CDMA network parameters
as well. A typical CDMA parameter that can be included in link budget calculations is soft HO gain. Soft HO gain can
be described as the link budget enhancing effect when the signal from the user terminal is received in several cells,
which may belong to several base stations. The noise rise κ is another typical CDMA parameter. The noise rise can
be defined as the ratio of the total received power by the base station and the thermal noise. It can be shown that,
amongst others, noise rise depends on the number of users N in a cell and the type of service required by these users.
Moreover interference from other cells might influence the noise rise in the cell under consideration.
[0018] CDMA radio planning and evaluation according to the invention relates to comparing the link budget for an
unloaded system with the noise rise due to loading, i.e. the noise rise taking traffic into account.
[0019] It is noted that the previous embodiments or aspects of the previous embodiments of the invention can be
combined.

C. SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020]

Figure 1 shows the different stages of the planning and evaluation process for a radio network;
Figure 2 shows a flowchart of the radio planning with noise rise;
Figures 3A,B show schematic illustrations of non-overlapping cells and overlapping cells to account for soft HO
effects.
Figures 4A-E show the results for the cell coverage for a simplified radio network applying the algorithm;
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Figure 5 shows the fading margin deviation as a normal distribution.

D. DESCRIPTION

[0021] For the purpose of teaching the invention, preferred embodiments of the method and devices of the invention
are described in the sequel. It will be apparent to the person skilled in the art that other alternative and equivalent
embodiments of the invention can be conceived and reduced to practice without departing from the true spirit of the
invention, the scope of the invention being only limited by the claims as finally granted.
[0022] The planning and evaluation method according to the invention might involve the following phases as shown
schematically in figure 1. Each phase might involve one or more steps programmed in corresponding modules or
subroutines. At first initial cell assignment is employed. Afterwards the base station position and the traffic grid are
evaluated in terms of noise rise in a cell. Information is gained about which pixels are covered and the margin in the
link budget for a user terminal in a given pixel. From these results the power headroom for every pixel in the radio
network is calculated which can be translated into an outage probability for a given type of fading environment. Other
information might be obtained, such as sensitivity to variations in traffic density. Finally a module can be provided to
perform missed traffic calculations that might be used in the planning and evaluation activities with respect to the radio
network. The steps of the method will be discussed in more detail below.

Initial cell assignment and uplink planning

[0023] An example of the analysis to be performed in this phase is shown in figure 2. Figure 2 considers the initial
cell assignment and uplink planning steps as shown in figure 1 in more detail. The algorithm might consist of the
following three steps.

1. Initial cell assignment - the coverage is calculated for an unloaded cell, i.e. no active user terminals are assumed
to be present in the cell; coverage is only dependent on the link budget L in this step.
2. Initialisation - the coverage is calculated for loaded cells, without taking inter-cell interference into account. The
purpose of this step is to obtain an initial state for the iterative calculations that might be performed in step 3. It
should be noted however that the coverage taking inter-cell interference into account may already be calculated
in this initialisation step, although this calculation is likely to be less accurate.
3. Iterations - the coverage is calculated for a loaded system, thereby taking inter-cell interference into account.
Here the iterative part of the calculations is executed.

[0024] In figure 2 functions which are performed for the whole radio network are in white boxes and functions which
are performed per cell are in shaded boxes.
[0025] It is possible to perform only the first and second step without executing the iterative process. In such a case
it might be that in the initialisation step 2 inter-cell interference is taken into account. Such an estimate would be
sufficient if e.g. a first indication of the degree of coverage and of problematic areas is needed. Alternative methods
of altering the basic algorithm as described above can be part of an embodiment of the method and system according
to the invention. The algorithm will yet be described in more detail.

Initial cell assignment - coverage for unloaded cells

[0026] The purpose of this step, which needs preferably to be performed only once, is twofold. The cell assignment
step can be used to give a first indication of the coverage of a cell. Moreover it can be used to reduce algorithm
complexity by limiting the number of cells which are associated with a pixel.
[0027] Several methods can be used to perform the initial cell assignment. A first method to initially assign cells to
pixels is to use the link budget L. For each pixel, the link budget to relevant base stations in the pixel is calculated. By
putting constraints on the link budget for either the downlink pilot channel or the traffic channel (uplink or downlink or
both), a coverage estimate is used to assign any number of cells to a given pixel. This gives, per pixel, a set C of
possible cell candidates.
[0028] The link budget can calculated in several ways. Noise rise and soft HO gain are preferably disregarded here.
The coverage probability can e.g. be used as a constraint and therefore a fading margin is taken into account in cal-
culating the link budget:
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[0029] To evaluate the coverage probability after the analysis, the link budget can be defined as

[0030] Additional elements might be included in the link budget calculation as well, such as e.g. antenna gain.
[0031] A cell assignment as performed in the procedure above might still give too many cell candidates per pixel. A
more realistic estimate of the cells that cover certain pixels can be obtained by comparing link budgets. It is then
assumed that a user in a certain pixel will only make use of the strongest cell, or a cell which is only marginally weaker
(or several cells in soft HO). To assign cells to pixels the following procedure can be used in this case:

1. from the subset C of cells that cover a pixel p, take the one which has the best link budget, Lbudget,dB,best
2. define the maximum allowed link budget difference Ldiff,dB,max
3. those other cells from the subset C which have a link budget Lbudget,dB, such that Lbudget,dB,best - Lbudget,dB ≤
Ldiff,dB,max are assigned to the pixel, all other cells are not. The result is a reduced subset Creduced of cells.

[0032] If Ldiff,dB,max is chosen to be the same value as the soft HO threshold, this method of initial cell assignment
should quite accurately indicate the cells with which connections will be made from a certain pixel of the service area.
[0033] It is also possible to make an initial cell assignment based on other criteria than those above. Preferably all
cells which (with reasonably high probability) could be used in a certain pixel are taken into account. However, to keep
the complexity of the algorithm low, any other cells should not be assigned to a pixel.

Initialisation - coverage for loaded cells

[0034] It is noted that the previous initial coverage estimate is not necessarily performed for this part and the rest of
the algorithm, but can be very usefull to reduce the complexity by reducing the length of the noise rise tables, as
discussed below.
[0035] In this step the initial state for the possible iterations is obtained. Basically most non-zero or non-infinite values
can be used as a starting point, but to make the algorithm converge within a reasonable period of time preferably values
can be used that are already close to the final values. Two initialisation examples will be presented.
[0036] In a first example the coverage is calculated for loaded cells, without taking inter-cell interference into account.
For each cell, a so-called noise rise table is calculated (see table 1). This table consists of five columns and preferably
takes all pixels (the respective rows in the table) into account, to which the cell of interest has been assigned. The first
column refers to the pixel number, making it possible to refer to data stored for the pixel. The second column contains
the link budget (see equations (1) or (2)) - the entire table is preferably sorted according to this column, starting with
the pixel with the best link budget. The next column contains the number of users in the pixel (denoted by Nn,p in pixel
p of cell n) . The fourth column comprises the accumulated number of users in this pixel and all other pixels which
precede it, i.e. pixels having a better link budget L than the pixel under consideration if the pixels have been sorted on
the basis of the link budget value. The last column represents the noise rise calculated from the accumulated number
of users. The formula for calculating the noise rise for a single isolated cell is

where Nmax is the pole capacity that depends on the type of service provided. Alternative expressions for the noise
rise can be used as well. It should be noted that the number of users N preferably refers to the equivalent number of
continuously active users of a reference service. Suppose that 1000 potential users with a user terminal are present
in a pixel and the probability of using this terminal is 1%. For CDMA radio networks also the effective activity is relevant,
suppose for a speech terminal this to be 60%. The equivalent number of users in this pixel yields 6 for this situation.

Lbudget, dB = Tx Power - Rx Sensitivity - Path Loss (2)

κn(Nn) = 1

1-
Nn

Nmax
-------------

------------------- (3)
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Users of other services, e.g. data services, can be treated in a similar way. Moreover, for CDMA radio networks the
received power relative to interference, and consequently also the transmission of the user terminal is relevant. Some
kind of services can be very sensitive to transmission errors and therefore higher user terminal transmission powers
should be used. A user of such a device contributes more heavily to the equivalent number of users N than users with
terminals requiring services with lower error sensitivity, i.e. lower transmission power, even if the activity is the same.

[0037] If the link budget is very critical, i.e. if the coverage probability of this link is low, it is possible that only a fraction
of the users in a pixel will be able to establish a connection. This effect can be taken into account by applying a weight
factor to the number of users in the third column of the noise rise table 1. E.g. this weight factor can be wn,a = 1-Poutage,n,a
with Poutage,n,a the probability of outage in a pixel a of cell n. The introduction of a weight factor can especially be useful
if the link budget does not take a fading margin into account.
[0038] If the link budget does take a fading margin into account it can be assumed that all users are able to establish
a connection as long as the link budget is adequate.
[0039] The coverage of a single loaded cell can be found by searching from the top in the noise rise table for the
last row which satisfies the coverage condition

[0040] As a result the covered and non-covered pixels by the cell, and how many users the cell covers are known.
Optionally a maximum allowed noise rise for a cell can be defined and used as an extra criterion to limit the noise rise
and the number of users

[0041] Another initialisation example will be discussed next. The first example as discussed above excluded inter-
cell interference in the calculation of the noise rise for the initial noise rise table. In other words, it was assumed that
no other cells were present or at least no interference occurred. For a multi-cell environment effects of inter-cell inter-
ference should preferably be taken into account. A reasonable coverage approximation accounting for inter-cell inter-
ference can already be obtained in the initialisation step. To include the effect of inter-cell interference some estimate
of the number of users in other cells is assumed to be available. An initial estimate can be made from the best server
area (BSA). The best server area of a certain cell is defined as the set of pixels for which this cell provides the best
link budget. If Nm,BSA is the number of users in the BSA of cell m, the noise rise estimate for inter-cell interference is

with βmn a coupling factor. The coupling factor describes the effect of the interference caused by users in cell m on cell
n and can take the distribution of the other users, the propagation conditions, the power level and the sensitivity of cell
n to this interference into account.
[0042] The product βmnNm corresponds to the equivalent number of users in cell n. It is generally advantageous to

Noise rise table 1.

Pixel
index

Lbudget Number of
users

Nn κ

a <best link budget> Nn,a Nn,a κ( Nn,a)

b <second best link
budget>

Nn,b Nn,a + Nn,b κ( Nn,a + Nn,b)

... ...

c <worst link budget> Nn,c Nn,a + Nn,b + ... + Nn,c κ( Nn,a + Nn,b + ... + Nn,c)

κ ≤ Lbudget (4)

κ ≤ κallowed. (5)
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first calculate a nominal (traffic independent, i.e. does not directly depend on the cell load) coupling factor β'mn, and
adjust this nominal coupling factor to account for the effects of the noise rise in the interfering cell (and thus the trans-
mission power of the users in this cell), and the sensitivity of the interfered cell to the interference from other cells. The
nominal coupling factor is preferably traffic independent in the sense that for a given cell size it does not depend on
the actual number of users in the cell or their power levels, only on the geographical distribution of the users. The
actual coupling factor is related to the nominal coupling factor as

[0043] In this way the nominal coupling factor can be calculated in advance and tabulated as a function of cell size.
[0044] Because of the relation between the number of users Nn and the noise rise κn, it is also possible to write the
noise rise in the form

where B is the matrix of coupling factors. Since this equation is valid for all cells, a system of n equations with n unknown
variables is available.

Iterations - coverage for loaded system

[0045] The third step of the algorithm comprises the iterative procedure. The iteration can comprise a few steps,
some of which can be equivalent to the steps taken to calculate the initial noise rise table 1.
[0046] In a first example it is assumed that cells in the radionetwork do not overlap, i.e no more than one cell is
assigned to a pixel, and consequently a users terminal may have connection to only one cell at a time.
[0047] In each iteration and for each cell, the noise rise column in the noise rise table for cell n is updated using
results from the previous situation according to

where

and

[0048] For a particular row, i.e. pixel of the service area, the value of Nn is taken from the fourth column of the same
row in the noise rise table. Note that the coupling factor can be variable, requiring an update in every iteration as well.
Many possible ways to reduce the computational complexity can be imagined. For example, pixels can be grouped
into clusters, reducing the number of rows in the table, or - because only the last row which satisfies the coverage
condition κ ≤ Lbudget and the maximum allowed noise rise condition κ ≤ κallowed needs to be found - a searching pro-

βm,n = Km/Kn * β 'm,n (7)

Kn = f(κ1, κ2, ..., κn-1, κn+1, ... κM, B), (8)
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cedure can be imagined which does not require every row to be evaluated.
[0049] When all noise rise tables have been updated, the new coverage area can be obtained from the noise rise
table by looking for the last row which satisfies the coverage condition and the maximum allowed noise rise condition.
[0050] This gives the final values for κn(i) and Nn

(i), which can be used in the next iteration. If no maximum allowed
noise rise is used as a criterion, or if this is too high for a highly loaded cell, it might be that the interference from this
cell is so high that other cells will have no coverage at all. Therefore, the maximum allowed noise rise should be chosen
carefully for each cell.
[0051] The assignment of cells to a pixel might need to be updated during the iterative process. E.g., if two cells A
and B were originally assigned to a pixel, it could happen that only cell A can be used if cell B is heavily loaded and
therefore has less coverage. Such an update must preferably also be reflected by an update of the corresponding link
budget and an update (re-sort) of the noise rise tables.
[0052] It should be noted that the cell assignment can be made according to any criteria, not only coverage. For
example, one could model the actual sector selection and call control procedures instead.
[0053] For implementation purposes, it is convenient to define two sets of cells per pixel. One for the coverage in an
unloaded system, containing all cells which can have a connection (set C or Creduced as defined above), and another
defining the cells which have coverage in the loaded system (i.e. reflecting the state after each new iteration). The set
for a loaded system does not contain cells not included in the set for the unloaded system.
[0054] The iteration can e.g. be stopped when the noise rise change from one iteration to another is smaller than a
given number, or when there are only very small changes in coverage.

Soft handover effects

[0055] In the analysis above soft HO effects have been disregarded. The link budget is modified when soft HO effects
are taken into account.

[0056] The soft HO gain is a function of relative differences in received signal strength in the base station. However,
the signal strength received by a particular base station must be compared with the noise rise experienced in the
corresponding cell. Therefore the soft HO gain is a function of both link budget differences and cell load, and is no
longer dependent on the pixel position only.
[0057] When the cell load changes, not only the received signal level above noise rise level changes, but the cell
border changes as well. Depending on how the cell assignment is modelled, a pixel which was in soft HO in a lightly
loaded system, might have connection with only one base station when the load increases.
[0058] Changes of cell assignments and noise rise result in changes in the soft HO gain and therefore also in the
link budget. This must be reflected by changes in the noise rise table as well.
[0059] The soft HO gain is preferably also taken into account in the noise rise calculation. This can be done by giving
users in soft HO a lower weight, as will be discussed below.
[0060] In modelling the soft HO gain many factors can be taken into account to obtain accurate results. However,
while the proposed method allows to account for soft HO effects, an accurate result might only be useful if other parts
of the planning process also provide accurate results.
[0061] Depending on e.g. the degree of accuracy required, soft HO gain can be modelled in several ways. A very
simple way is to use an average soft HO gain for all users which according to the cell assignment criteria are in soft
HO. This gain can be used both in the link budget calculation and in the noise rise calculation.
[0062] More sophisticated modelling of the soft HO gain can be based on the link budget differences as used for the
cell assignment. E.g., the soft HO gain can be calculated as a function of the difference in link budgets (not including
soft HO gain or noise rise) to the two strongest cells. If Lbudget,dB,best is the best link budget, and Lbudget,dB,2nd best is
the second best, then the soft HO gain could be calculated as

where Ldiff,dB,max is defined as previously and Max gain is a parameter obtained e.g. from measurements. To avoid
having to make a distinction between pixels with connections to one cell and those with connections to several cells,

Soft HO gain =
Max Gain 3 (Lbudget,dB,best - Lbudget,dB,2nd best)

Ldiff,dB,max
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (13)
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it is convenient to give pixels which have only one cell assigned a soft HO gain of 0 dB.
[0063] By taking soft HO gain into account, the link budget for the noise rise table changes. But, because users in
soft HO transmit with lower average power, these users must be modelled as lower equivalent numbers of users. Such
a modification is preferably incorporated in the noise rise table. With GsoftHO,p calculated as

where Soft HO Gain(p) is the soft HO gain in pixel p, the new noise rise table, which takes the reduced transmission
power during soft HO into account, is:
[0064] The new noise rise table 2, including soft HO effects.

[0065] As noted above, in reality the link budget will change when traffic enters the systems, and consequently the
soft HO gain will change as well. In this simplified model of soft HO effects, it can be sufficient to update the cell
assignment and the soft HO gain (resulting in a re-sort of the noise rise table) when the coverage status of a pixel
changes, i.e. when the number of cells which cover a pixel changes because of cell breathing effects.
[0066] When cells overlap, the noise rise is modified such that the users in soft HO, which belong to two or more
cells, only contribute once to the total interference. Firstly, the users are distinguished in areas of no hand-over, soft
HO with one cell, soft HO with two cells, and so on; see figure 3 for an example. Now, for the example of overlapping
cells in figure 3, the total number of users in cell Nn is

[0067] Similarly, the users in the other cells are

[0068] The noise rise can be written as

where for the three non-overlapping cells Ntotal = Nn + βmnNm + βpnNp, the correct formula for overlapping cells is

Pixel
index

Lbudget,softHO Equivalent Number of
users

Nn κ

A <best link budget> Nn,a / GsoftHO,a Nn,a / GsoftHO,a κ( Nn,a / GsoftHO,a)

b <second best link
budget>

Nn,b / GsoftHO,b Nn,a / GsoftHO,a +
Nn,p / GsoftHO,b

κ( Nn,a / GsoftHO,a +
Nn,b / GsoftHO,b)

... ...

c <worst link budget> Nn,c / GsoftHO,c Nn,a / GsoftHO,a +
Nn,b / GsoftHO,b + ...

+ Nn,c / GsoftHO,c

K( Nn,a / GsoftHO,a +
Nn,b / GsoftHO,b + ...
+ Nn,c / GsoftHO,c)

Gsoft HO,p = 10Soft HO Gain(p) (14)

N n= N'n + Nnm + Nnp + Nnmp. (15)

Nm = N'm + Nnm + Nmp + Nnmp (16)

Np = N'p + Nnp + Nmp + Nnmp (17)

κn= 1

1-
Ntotal

Nmax
-------------

-------------------, (18)
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[0069] This formula could be written in other, equivalent ways as well, but this form (or similar ones) is convenient
because the number of users Nn can be taken directly from the column of accumulated users in the noise rise table of
cell n (which is evaluated), and all other numbers are results from previous calculations, compare Eqs. (9) to (11).
[0070] Thus, for every cell which interferes (including the cell for which the noise rise should be calculated) the
number of users is adjusted such that users in soft HO with x cells are only accounted for with a factor 1/x. This formula
can be extended to include any number of cells. It should be pointed out that in addition to the correction of the number
of interfering users, a correction in a similar manner must also be made when calculating the coupling factor.

The system

[0071] The radio planning and evaluation process as described is preferably implemented by means of modules or
routines and submodules. Parameters to be used can be grouped into general network parameters, parameters and
vectors describing a pixel and pixel structure, parameters describing a cell structure and parameters describing a table.
A main module can be used for the actual planning and evaluation process. This main module can take information
about the network, the traffic grid, link budgets etc. as input and calculates the resulting noise rise in each cell. In
addition information can be obtained about which pixels are covered and the link budget margin in each pixel. The
main module can call several submodules some of them will be described below.
[0072] A network definition submodule defines the parameters which are valid for the entire radio network; these
parameters can be retrieved from a database. A pixel definition submodule takes data from a database and puts them
in a pixel structure. A cell-definition submodule takes data from databases and puts them in the cell structure. This
structure preferably only contains data relevant for the noise rise planning module. Moreover modules are provided to
initially assign cells to pixels based on e.g. coverage or link budget differences.
[0073] A module can be provided to update the coverage information, which can change from one iteration to another
as a result of cell breathing. The coverage information can be taken from the noise rise table and the coverage search.
The coverage information can be used for several purposes, amongst which there are estimations of soft HO areas
calculation and plotting. If soft HO gain is not accounted for, it can be sufficient to update the cell coverage information
before plotting.
[0074] A module can be provided to build the initial noise rise table. Besides the traffic in the cell of interest it can
also take an initial estimate of the traffic in other cells into account (e.g. based on the number of users in the BSAs).
[0075] Modules can be provided to calculate the coupling factor β and the noise rise κ as parameters and the equiv-
alent number of users from other cells. The fact that users from other cells may be in soft HO can be taken into account
in this module.
[0076] Modules can be provided to calculate the link budget and the soft HO gain. The former module can calculate
the link budget between a given cell and pixel as a function of the maximum transmit power of the user terminal Tx,
the receiver sensitivity Rx, and the path loss. The fading margin, antenna gain and soft HO gain can be taken into
account as well. Soft HO gain can be taken into account e.g. by estimating an average soft HO gain for all users that
according to the cell assignment criteria are in soft HO or based on the link budget differences as used for the cell
assignment.
[0077] Modules can be provided for performing diverse kinds of table manipulations and for extracting information
from the tables. Examples of these kind of modules include a module to sort based on e.g. the link budget column in
decreasing order. The other columns, except for the pixel index and the number of users per pixel, are not necessarily
sorted as well, since they will be recalculated before the table is evaluated. Another example of these modules includes
a module to search the table for the last row (i.e. pixel of the cell under consideration) where the noise rise is less than
the link budget or the allowed noise rise.
[0078] Modules can be provided to evaluate stopping criteria for the iteration.
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An example

[0079] To show how the algorithm performs a simple example will be presented. In an area consisting of 20 * 20
pixels, five cells are defined. There is one cell with a centre close to each corner, and one in the middle of the grid.
Figure 3A shows the coverage of these cells, given a certain link budget threshold. In figure 3B the number of cells
per pixel are reduced by performing a cell assignment according to link budget differences. Then traffic is added to the
system with 0.5 users per pixel (which means that the system is quite heavily loaded), plus a hot-spot at coordinate
(2,2) with 30 users. The pole capacity is assumed to be 81 users. The initial noise rise table gives the result in figure
3C. Here, no inter-cell interference has been taken into account. A restriction is put on the cell size by choosing a
maximum allowed noise rise of 9 dB for all cells. Soft HO effects are taken into account as described previously. If
inter-cell interference is taken into account the result in figure 3D is obtained. The cell covering the hot-spot shrinks
dramatically, whereas other cells still overlap to some degree. To get a more exact analysis of the inter-cell interference
effects, iterations are performed. After a few iterations (in this example five iterations have been performed) the algo-
rithm has converged and the result is as shown in figure 3E. The result is very similar to that in figure 3D.
[0080] Numerical results after the iterations are summarised in table 3.

[0081] As stated previously the algorithm described above only constitutes an example of an embodiment of the
method according to the invention. In this algorithm some assumptions are made, e.g. only one service is used, con-
tinuous activity is assumed and only one frequency is used.
[0082] If not only one service is used, but several services instead, a reference service should preferably be defined.
The number of users of other services are then expressed as the equivalent number of users (in terms of average
transmission power) of the reference service.
[0083] Continuous activity of the user terminal is of course not realistic, but merely a matter of definition. The traffic
grid should be defined such that the expected average traffic is expressed as the number of continuous-activity users
of the reference service.
[0084] If several frequencies are used in a cell, the traffic will be divided between the frequencies according to some
principle. Because in the example algorithm it is assumed that all users use one frequency, an extension to the multiple
frequency case can be made by using several traffic grids, one for each frequency, and perform the algorithm once
per frequency. This approach will probably be accurate enough for most situations. More accurateness can be obtained
by taking the load on the different frequencies into account and in each iteration adjust the traffic grid for the individual
frequencies according to a load sharing mechanism and taking inter-frequency interference into account in a similar
manner as inter-cell interference.
[0085] It is noted that in the previous discussion cell assignment is performed, i.e. the service area is divided into a
grid of pixels after which for each pixel it is determined which cell or cells cover this pixel. The cell or cells covering
the pixel under consideration are assigned to these pixels. However, the other way around, i.e. pixel assignment, can
be used as well.
[0086] It is noted that the radio planning and evaluation algorithm as described above can be applied for other eval-
uations as well. One might think of evaluating outage probability (uplink and downlink), power headroom (uplink),
required power of the user terminal Tx (uplink), best server (downlink), soft and softer handover area (uplink and
downlink), throughput (uplink and downlink, soft handover gain (uplink and downlink), etc.
[0087] Finally it should be mentioned that the text and the claims often refer to CDMA and/or CDMA radio network.
It should be noted however that e.g. in the United States CDMA is used as a name for an IS-95 network instead of the
access technology as the term CDMA refers to in Europe. The applicants wishes to stress explicitely that any kind of
network having the same properties and/or characteristics with respect to e.g. noise rise as the CDMA radio network
discussed in the text and claimed is included in this application.

Table 3:

Numerical results obtained after iterations.

Cell number Position Noise rise [dB] Number of users in cell

1 Lower left 9.0 58.5

2 Upper left 6.9 47

3 Lower right 6.9 47.5

4 Upper right 7.3 53

5 Middle 7.9 52.5
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Power headroom

[0088] Next, the power headroom for each pixel in the network can be calculated, based on the preceding cell as-
signment and noise rise calculation. The power headroom can be defined as the difference between the maximum
transmission power Pmax of a user terminal and the average transmission power Pt required to obtain a sufficient C/I
(the ratio of the carrier power C at the antenna and the interference power I) at the base station.

Pmax is a property of the user terminal and is preferably input to the simulation. Pt depends on the average path loss
experienced by the signal to the base station and is calculated for each pixel individually. The power headroom is a
measure for the ability of user terminals in a pixel to combat fading effects. Power headroom can be translated into an
outage probability for a given type of fading environment. Outage probability, or non-coverage probability, can be de-
fined by two variables, namely the power headroom and the fading standard deviation; together, they form a stochastic
variable that is assumed to be normally distributed. This is shown in figure 5. In practice the fading margin might be
dependent on the clutter type, e.g. indoor or outdoor, rural or urban area. Several types of outage probabilities can be
used, e.g. a border or minimum outage probability or a cell-averaged outage probability. The former refers to the
maximum realised outage or minimum realised coverage in the cell, with a cell defined by e.g. the non-handover pixels;
the latter refers to the perceived outage or coverage when moving through the cell. The latter outage probability can
be weighted with the local traffic density or absolute traffic by:

with Ti the traffic, e.g. in Erlang, in pixel i, and PNHO(c) the non-handover pixels belonging to cell c.

Missed traffic calculations

[0089] The method according to the invention can be used to predict the effects due to errors made in the traffic
estimations for the network. These predictions can be advantageously used in the planning of the network by giving a
marginal error that is allowed in traffic estimation before correct planning of the radio network fails. To obtain these
predictions the following steps can be executed.

1. Assume a given traffic distribution (i.e. number of users in each pixels), a link budget L for each pixel and the
noise rise κ for each cell or base station;
2. Change traffic for one or several pixels;
3. Calculate the new noise rise κ' for each cell using this new traffic by applying the method as described previously;
4. Use this new noise rise κ' and re-evaluate the coverage criteria for each pixel resulting in an updated coverage
status.

[0090] From this routine it will be possible to obtain information on the sensitivity of the coverage status with respect
to changes in traffic. By varying the changes sensitive and less sensitive service areas can be distinguished.

Claims

1. Method for the planning and evaluation of a radio network comprising at least one base station defining an at least
one cell, the method comprising the steps of

dividing at least part of an at least one service area of the radio network into pixels;
determining a probability whether or not the at least one of the pixels is covered by the at least one cell.

∆P = Pmax - Pt (20)
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2. Method according to claim 1 in which the method further comprises the step of assigning the at least one cell to
the at least one pixel initially in order to reduce the number of pixels for which the coverage by the at least one
cell is to be evaluated.

3. Method according to claim 2 in which the step of assigning the at least one cell to the at least one pixel is performed
by using coverage criteria or link budget differences.

4. Method according to any of the preceding claims in which the radio network is a CDMA radio network.

5. Method according to claim 4 in which the method further comprises the steps of calculating a link budget L for the
at least one pixel and a noise rise κ for the at least one cell of the CDMA radio network's at least one service area.

6. Method according to claim 5 in which the method further comprises the step of putting the link budget L for the at
least one pixel and the noise rise κ for the at least one cell in a table, the table comprising at least columns or rows
referring to the at least one pixel, the link budget L and the noise rise κ.

7. Method according to claim 6 in which the rows of the table are sorted on the value of the link budget.

8. Method according to claim 5 or 6 in which a numbers of users in the at least one pixel is modified by applying a
weight factor to account for the fact that not all users in the at least one pixel can be able to establish a connection
to the CDMA radio network

9. Method according to claims 5 to 8 in which the coverage of the at least one pixel by the at least one cell is evaluated
by comparing the link budget L calculated for the at least one pixel with the noise rise κ calculated for the at least
one cell of the CDMA radio network when loaded.

10. Method according to claims 5 to 8 in which the coverage of the at least one pixel by the at least one cell is evaluated
by analyzing a function f(L,κ,...) of the link budget L calculated for the at least one pixel and the noise rise κ
calculated for the at least one cell of the CDMA radio network when loaded.

11. Method according to claim 9 in which a maximum allowed noise rise κallowed is defined for a cell and used as a
criterion to limit the noise rise κ and the number of users in a cell.

12. Method according to any of the claims 4-11 in which a best service area is included in the calculation of the noise
rise κ for the at least one cell to account for inter-cell interference of other cells of the CDMA radio network by

13. Method according to any of the claims 4-12 in which inter-cell interference of other cells of the CDMA radio network
is taken into account by iteratively performing the steps of the method, using e.g.

14. Method according to claim 13 in which the table is updated at least once during or after the iteration process.

15. Method according to any of the claims 5-13 in which effects of soft handover are accounted for.
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16. Method according to claim 15 in which soft handover effects are accounted for by using an average soft handover
gain.

17. Method according to claim 15 in which soft handover effects are accounted for by calculating a soft handover gain
on the basis of link budget differences between several cells.

18. Method according to claim 15 in which the contribution of users in soft handover to a number of users in the at
least one cell in order to calculate the noise rise κ is modified by applying a weight to these users in soft handover.

19. Method according to claim 15 in which soft handover effects are accounted for by calculating a soft handover gain
on the basis of cell load.

20. Method according to claim 15 in which soft handover effects are accounted for by calculating a soft handover gain
on the basis of linkbudget differences and cell load.

21. Method according to claim 15 in which overlapping of other cells of the CDMA radio network with the at least one
cell is accounted for in the calculation of the number of interfering users in soft handover in the at least one cell.

22. Method according to any of the claims 4-21 in which the CDMA radio system comprises at least two cells n and
m and the actual coupling factor βm,n is obtained from a nominal coupling factor β'm,n by

where the nominal coupling factor β'm,n can be calculated in advance.

23. Method according to any of the preceding claims in which the power headroom ∆P = Pmax - Pt is calculated for the
at least one pixel.

24. Method according to any of the preceding claims in which an outage probability is determined for the at least one
pixel.

25. Method according to claim 24 in which for the outage probability a minimum outage probability or a cell-averaged
outage probability is used.

26. Method according to any of the claims 4-25 in which missed traffic predictions and calculations are made by chang-
ing the amount of traffic for the at least one pixel and calculating a change in noise rise after which coverage of
the at least one pixel can be reevaluated and updated if necessary.

27. Method according to claim 26 in which service areas that are sensitive and service areas that are less sensitive
to changes in traffic are determined.

28. Method according to claim 27 in which the sensitivity on traffic changes in the service area are displayed by per-
centages or graphically by e.g. greyscales.

29. System for planning and evaluation of a radio network comprising at least one base station defining an at least
one cell, the system comprising

means for dividing at least part of an at least one service area of the radio network into pixels;
means for determining a probability whether or not the at least one of the pixels is covered by the at least one cell

30. System according to claim 29 in which the system comprises one or more modules.

31. System according to claim 30 that comprises a module to initially assign the at least one cell to the at least one pixel.

32. System according to claim 30 in which the radio network is a CDMA radio network.

33. System according to claim 30 in which modules are provided to calculate a link budget L for the at least one pixel

βm,n = κm/κn * β 'm,n
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and a noise rise κ for the at least one cell of the CDMA radio network's at least one service area.

34. System according to claim 30 in which one or more modules are provided to put results of the link budget and
noise rise calculations in a table, the table comprising at least columns or rows referring to the at least one pixel,
the link budget L and the noise rise κ.

35. System according to claim 30 in which a module is provided to sort the table in order to determine the coverage
of the at least one pixel by the at least one cell by comparing the link budget L calculated for the at least one pixel
with the noise rise κ calculated for the at least one cell of the CDMA radio network when loaded.

36. System according to claim 30 in which a module is provided to sort the table in order to determine the coverage
of the at least one pixel by the at least one cell by analyzing a function f(L,κ,...) of the link budget L calculated for
the at least one pixel and the noise rise κ calculated for the at least one cell of the CDMA radio network when loaded.

37. System according to claim 30 in which one or more modules are provided to account for inter-cell interference
effects on the at least one cell by other cells of the radio network.

38. System according to claim 30 in which a module is provided to iteratively execute the steps of the method according
to the claims 4-22.

39. System according to claim 30 in which a module is provided to account for effects of soft handover.

40. System according to claim 30 in which modules are provided to calculate the power headroom and the outage
probability according to claims 21-23 for the at least one pixel.

41. System according to claim 30 in which a module is provided to perform missed traffic predictions and calculations
according to claim 24.

42. Computer program for planning and evaluation of a CDMA radio network comprising at least one base station
defining an at least one cell, the program comprising

a module for dividing at least part of an at least one service area of the radio network into pixels;
a module for determining a probability whether or not the at least one of the pixels is covered by the at least
one cell where the coverage of the at least one pixel by the at least one cell is evaluated by comparing a link
budget L calculated for the at least one pixel with the noise rise κ calculated for the at least one cell of the
CDMA radio network when loaded.

43. Computer program for planning and evaluation of a CDMA radio network comprising at least one base station
defining an at least one cell, the program comprising

a module for dividing at least part of an at least one service area of the radio network into pixels;
a module for determining a probability whether or not the at least one of the pixels is covered by the at least
one cell where the coverage probability of the at least one pixel is analyzed by a function f(L,κ,...) of the link
budget L calculated for the at least one pixel and the noise rise κ calculated for the at least one cell of the
CDMA radio network when loaded.

44. Computer program according to claim 42 or 43 comprising one or more software modules of the system according
to claims 31-41.

45. Computer program according to any of the claims 42-44 for running on a computer system, at least including
software code portions for performing one or more steps of the method as claimed in any one of the claims 1-28
when run on the computer system.

46. A data carrier, stored with data loadable in a computer memory, said data representing a computer program as
claimed in any of the claims 42 - 45.

47. Radio network comprising at least one base station defining an at least one cell related to an at least one service
area in which the coverage of the at least one pixel by the at least one cell is determined by a method according
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to any of the claims 1-22.

48. Radio network according to claim 47 in which the radio network is a CDMA radio network.
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